BROWN PATCH

EFFECTIVE, ECONOMICAL CONTROL assured with PFIZER MERCURIAL MIXTURE. 2/3 Calomel, 1/3 Corrosive Sublimate, endorsed by foremost Clubs and Leading Turf Authorities.

PFIZER MERCURIAL MIXTURE CONTAINS 81% MERCURY

Write for Circular

CHAS. PFIZER & CO., Inc.
444 W. Grand Ave. 81 Maiden Lane
CHICAGO, ILL. NEW YORK, N. Y.

R. H. Tractor Wheel SPUDS

quickest to put on or take off. Increase tractor efficiency and cultivate turf... that's why more than half the U. S. and Canadian clubs use them. Durable and low priced. All sizes for all purposes. Sample spud and circular on request; advise make of tractor and purpose for which intended. Immediate shipment

If your Ford or equipment dealer cannot supply, write direct to

R. S. HORNTER
Geneva, Ohio
MFR. OF SPUDS, FORD-SON WHEELS, ETC.

STAUDE General Utility Tractor

$495 to $795

Attachments only $155 and up for Ford models T, A, B, and V-8. Money back guarantee. Write for details.

E. G. Staudé Mak-A-Tractor Co.
2696 University Ave. -- St. Paul, Minn.

GREENKEEPERS' EXHIBIT SHOWS TREND TO PNEUMATIC TIRES

JUST as farmers in the past few years have been swinging more and more to pneumatic tires for their tractors and farm implements, so have greenkeepers seen the advantages of this new development. Country clubs have become an important market for manufacturers of rubber tires, according to sales officials of The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.

Difference in equipment, as compared with a year ago, was especially noticeable at a recent meeting of The Cleveland Distriet Greenkeepers' Assn., held at Portage CC., Akron. Many pneumatic-tired tractors and power mowers were displayed and demonstrated. All of the tractors pulling gang mowers were similarly equipped—
whereas only a year ago scarcely any of the equipment would have been mounted on rubber tires.

There are many advantages in pneumatic tires over steel wheels, the Good-year men declare, and the fact that the majority of new tractors and power mowers being sold to golf courses are pneumatic-equipped seems to bear out their contention. Many of the steel-wheeled units already in service are being changed over to pneumatics.

One of the outstanding advantages of pneumatics for golf course use is the fact they are easier on the turf, particularly if the ground happens to be soft. Rubber tires don't damage trees or sidewalks, and make possible use of the units over a wider area. Farmers are impressed with the fact they can do more work in the same length of time, and this is a factor that is also important on golf course equipment. Less power is required for operation, resulting in a fuel and oil saving. The equipment undergoes less wear and tear and therefore has longer life, due to the cushioning effect of the pneumatics.

Equipment on which pneumatic tires are finding ready use includes tractors, mowers, utility wagons, compost spreaders, wheelbarrows and green mower carts, used to carry mowers from green to green.

HENRY, HOYT AND HAY JOIN MAC SMITH SALES STAFF

Nashville, Tenn.—Link-Lyons, Inc., makers of MacDonald Smith golf clubs announce appointments of Pete Henry, widely known golf salesman, as eastern sales mgr. Bill Hay will represent Link-Lyon, Goodyear-equipped Silver King tractor.